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Many scholars and cultural critics have observed that we are witnessing the
reemergence of an active, collaborative, and participatory form of creativity—a mode of
creativity that was suppressed by the rise of mass media during the course of the
twentieth century.1 Mashup videos, remixed audio works, and Photoshopped collages are
everywhere. These new forms of remix culture, critics often remark, have reawakened the
everyday artistry of nineteenth-century folk culture and the collage aesthetics of avantgarde and modernist artists. But if we are in the midst of such a resurgence, what made it
necessary in the first place? When and how did imitating, copying, and reusing the
material of great artists move from the center of cultural production to the—often legally
ambiguous—margins from which those practices have only recently returned? I look for
part of the answer to this question in the interaction between copyright law and film
comedy in the first decades of the twentieth century. Focusing on two cases, one from
1904 and another that stretched over much of the 1920s, we can see how courts shifted
from addressing imitation and borrowing as natural forms of cultural development to
seeing them as theft.
It is no accident that this is a story about comedy. A great many film copyright
cases in the first half of the twentieth century involved film comedy and comedians.
Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, Harold Lloyd, Laurel and Hardy, the Marx Brothers,
Jack Benny, and Sid Caesar, among others, were all involved in important copyright
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lawsuits. Together these cases set the ground rules for the genre of film comedy and,
indeed, for the entire entertainment industry. As Chaplin, the Marx Brothers and many
other comedians moved from vaudeville to Hollywood, both the nature of performance
and the scope of their celebrity changed; they could now, at least in theory, play in every
movie theater around the globe simultaneously. Film comedy stars responded by using
copyright law to redraw the boundaries of their field, blunting the culture of imitation in
which they had been reared.
Why were comedians on the front lines of copyright battles? While we might
dispute whether any artistic creation can be truly original, we would have to agree that
comedy would certainly not exist without a referent on which to build, riff, or comment.
Comedy is always about something else. It is a parody of another work or a joke about
someone or something. Comedy, at its root, is about imitation, and, as a result, film
comedy has consistently pushed the boundaries of copyright law.

Before Hollywood
Before the invention of film, vaudeville comedians and comic performers had all
but given up on using copyright to protect their material. In a series of late-nineteenthcentury cases, vaudeville performers attempted and failed to protect the copyrights in
their performances. Courts found that many vaudeville acts didn’t meet the constitutional
criteria for copyright as it was understood at the time. Particularly in the wake of the
Comstock anti-obscenity legislation of the 1870s, nineteenth-century U.S. judges were
quick to dismiss obscene works as not “promot[ing] the progress of science” and
therefore beneath the constitutional threshold for protection. And before the 1909
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Copyright Act expanded the range of protected works, the same judges held that works
lacking narrative or dramatic content failed to meet the constitutional criteria that a work
be a form of “writing.”2 (Today, “writing” is understood to be anything “fixed in a
tangible medium.”) In this climate, vaudeville acts were regularly found to be either
obscene or too loosely structured to have a story.3
When copyright law proved to be a dead end, vaudevillians began to rely on the
self-policing of their industry. Performers and their managers took out ads in trade papers
to call out and shame other performers who unabashedly stole their material. Vaudeville
theater owners regularly pledged that they would not hire copied acts, although this may
have been a sop to performers and managers rather than a real commitment. And a series
of short-lived institutions arose to accept documentation about acts or arbitrate disputes.
In some cases, these ad hoc copyright offices or grassroots courts would establish
royalty-sharing agreements between the original performer and the copycats.4
But these were extreme solutions. For the most part, vaudeville performers simply
permitted and expected a certain amount of imitation from their peers. Live vaudeville
performers could only cover so much territory, so there was more room for duplication. It
was very common, for example, for European performers to copy acts they had seen on
the American vaudeville circuit and for American performers to repeat acts they had seen
in Europe.5
Even in instances where performers sought to protect their acts, they often found
the task impossible. Celebrated dancer Loie Fuller, for example, vigilantly protected her
performance style. She held patents on her use of color in stage lighting and on her
design for a dancer’s skirt frame. She sued lithographers, ultimately unsuccessfully, for
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distributing her image. And in 1892, Fuller attempted, also unsuccessfully, to protect her
signature “Serpentine Dance” from imitation in a copyright suit. Fuller v. Bemis is one of
those cases in which a judge found a vaudeville act to lack sufficient narrative or drama
to be protected by copyright.6 As a result of the decision, Fuller could not prevent dozens
of dancers from using her Serpentine Dance routine across the United States and Europe.
In the world of vaudeville, this kind of imitation not only was common but also made it
possible for the originator, Fuller, and many other dancers to have successful careers. In
her autobiography, Fuller recounts several instances in which she thought the presence of
emulators or counterfeiters would ruin her career. But she consistently performed her
original dance to sold-out crowds even when rivals were performing the Serpentine
Dance at nearby theaters. There were many stages on which to perform, and audiences
were willing to pay in proportion to the dancers’ levels of talent and acclaim. The
Serpentine Dance eventually grew into a widely performed genre of dance rather than the
property of a single performer, and it remained popular in the United States and in
Europe for more than three decades.7

From Vaudeville to Early Film
Many of the earliest films made by Thomas Edison and others were simply
records of vaudeville acts. Several different dancers, for example, performed the
Serpentine Dance before Edison’s cameras, though Fuller herself never did. Unlike
vaudeville performers, however, early filmmakers were not content to allow self-policing
alone to govern their industry. Edison had a long history of using litigation, including
intellectual property litigation, to control his other businesses (phonograph, electricity,
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etc.), and he brought a litigious business culture to the early film industry. As a result of
early filmmakers’ efforts, legal decisions in the first years of the twentieth century began
to set parameters of imitation and copying in the film industry. Although the early case
law continued to preserve the culture of imitation that pervaded vaudeville, film
companies would eventually prove more successful than vaudeville performers had been
in convincing judges to recognize their copyrights.
Market leaders Edison and Biograph initiated most of the early film copyright
cases. Frequent rivals in patent disputes, the two firms threatened each other with
copyright lawsuits as well. All of these were settled out of court until Edison’s company
remade Biograph’s Personal (1904) without permission—a standard practice at the time.
Edison and other companies often made their own versions of competitors’ films, which
were frequently shot-for-shot copies of the original. But several factors led to the 1904
standoff. First, the case of Edison v. Lubin (1903) had outlawed film duping, the practice
of taking a competitor’s film, making a negative from that film, and then striking new
prints from the new negative. Now that courts had frowned on duping, remakes became
an even more important part of the film business. Also, in 1903–04, fictional narrative
films began to replace reality-based genres such as travel films and films of newsworthy
events. With the turn to fictional narrative, remakes suddenly had much more value, and
for the first time in a copyright dispute, Biograph’s lawyer, Drury Cooper, and Edison’s,
Frank Dyer, failed to come to an agreement after months of negotiations.
Biograph v. Edison asked whether the common practice of remaking a
competitor’s film violated copyright law and, if so, how courts or filmmakers could
determine if and when remakes took too much from the original. Copyright law protects
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original expression, while the ideas expressed remain free to be borrowed and used.8 At
times, the distinction between ideas and expression can seem meaningless or arbitrary.
We might imagine paraphrasing another author’s words to express the same idea
differently, but how can anyone decouple the underlying idea of an image or a musical
phrase from its expression? Fortunately, like many elements of the law, the
idea/expression dichotomy does not exist as a Platonic ideal. It is a living concept that
changes over time—a sort of valve that responds to social context and artistic trends in
order to moderate the exchange of creative ideas at a particular time. Like any valve, it
can be turned to increase or decrease the flow of creativity. Biograph v. Edison was the
first case to take up the idea/expression dichotomy in film, and, as we will see, it
preserved the imitative culture that the early film industry had inherited from vaudeville.
Biograph’s Personal tells the story of a European nobleman who takes out a
personal ad asking potential brides to meet him in front of Grant’s Tomb. When more
than one willing prospect arrives at the assigned hour, the nobleman runs. The suitors
pursue him until the fastest woman gets her man. The film merged comedy with a chase
format, two very popular genres at the time. Exhibitors clamored for copies when they
read the description of Personal, and Biograph immediately sold the film to its licensed
distributors. Following their usual practice, however, Biograph refused to sell the film to
Edison’s distributors or other competitors. They wanted their circuit of licensees to enjoy
some exclusivity.
When the Edison Company failed to obtain a copy, the head of production
followed what was also standard procedure and instructed the company’s top director,
Edwin S. Porter, to remake the film. Edison was not the only company to remake
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Personal; Siegmund Lubin and the French company Pathé also made their own versions.
But Porter’s quickie remake, which the Edison Company entitled How a French
Nobleman Got a Wife Through the “New York Herald” Personal Columns, reached the
market before Biograph’s original version, and audiences much preferred it to Personal.
Biograph’s management was infuriated, and they petitioned the New Jersey District
Court for an injunction against Edison, asking that Edison surrender all prints and
negatives to Biograph.9 [IMAGE #1]
In a series of affidavits, Edison’s staff admitted having seen and copied the
Biograph film. In Edison’s own testimony, he suggested that they were operating in an
extralegal realm. “As far as I am aware,” he told the court, “it has never been considered
that a copyright upon a moving picture photograph covers the plot or theme which the
exhibition of the moving picture portrays.” Porter, the director, had a more nuanced
interpretation of what happened. He saw the Biograph film and immediately recognized it
as a genre film, a “chase picture.” Moreover, Personal was not much more than the
elaboration of a joke, something so basic that it could not be protected. “It occurred to me
after seeing the exhibition of the complainant’s film Personal,” Porter stated for the
record, “that I could design a set of photographs based upon the same joke, and which, to
my mind, would possess greater artistic merit. My conception of the principle character
representing the French Nobleman was entirely different from that of the complainant’s
film, as regards costume, appearances, expression, figure, bearing, posing, posturing and
action.”10 Porter had had his own films remade by Biograph and other companies for
years. He had, in turn, remade many films. Remakes had been a standard of the industry;
improving on another director’s film was how an international industry of filmmakers
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exchanged ideas and contributed to the growth of their art form. Porter had not duped any
scenes—a practice now both illegal and unfashionable—and he felt entitled to take
Biograph’s ideas as long as he expressed them differently.
In the court statements, Edison’s lawyers accused Biograph’s director of having
taken the story from a newspaper cartoon, although no one involved in the case was able
to produce it. Still, it was a plausible claim. Personal does have the quality of a liveaction cartoon, setting up a situation that leads to an unexpected result and then turning
into a slapstick chase. As in any other work of art, the ideas underlying jokes, gags, and
other kinds of comic routines are part of the public domain, but the specific expression of
a joke may be copyrighted. Comic routines, however, pose some extra difficulties when
one tries to separate the original contributions from the underlying ideas.11 Jokes and
gags are generally short; they fall into a few broad structural categories; and they often
circulate widely. Because they respond to cultural trends or political events, jokes come
in waves, with different comedians creating similar jokes about similar circumstances.
(Part of Personal’s humor, for example, came from the fact that it responded to a cultural
phenomenon, the trend of European nobility marrying American money.) Comic shtick
further secures its social relevance by using stock characters (“A rabbi, a priest, and a
blonde walk into a bar . . .”). The attributes most basic to jokes and gags—their simple
structure, stock characters, broad dissemination, and brevity—are precisely what make
them difficult to protect legally.
Both Edison’s and Porter’s testimony indicates that an interpretation of the
idea/expression dichotomy guided many early filmmakers’ creative decisions. But that
fact did not make the judge’s job any easier. It is always difficult—especially when a
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medium or genre is new—to separate the generic tropes of an art form from the nuances
and individual contributions of a particular work. In 1868, just for example, playwright
and producer Augustin Daly successfully defended his copyright in the last-minute rescue
from an oncoming train. How could the judge in the Daly case have known that such
scenes would become a stock fixture of professional and amateur plays around the world
and eventually the stuff of children’s cartoons?12
Chase films and comedies were already common by 1904. Although filmmakers
remade each other’s films regularly, there was no legal or normative consensus about
acceptable and unacceptable borrowing—about which comic elements were stock “ideas”
and which were protectable “expressions.” In the absence of such a consensus, Judge
Lanning made his decision by closely analyzing the two films; he even requested a shotby-shot description of Personal from Biograph. In Judge Lanning’s reading, “the two
photographs [as he referred to the films] possess many similar and many dissimilar
features.” The plot lines were uncannily similar, but the framing and some of the
backgrounds were different. Despite the similarities, Judge Lanning concluded, Porter’s
remake, “is not an imitation . . . [he] took the plaintiff’s idea, and worked it out in a
different way.”13 Moreover, the two films had significantly different titles, so exhibitors
and audiences were unlikely to mistake one for the other from the advertisements. An
appeals court agreed with Lanning, and as a result remakes remained a common practice
of production companies during the early years of narrative film.14
The high judicial tolerance for remakes fostered an international culture of
creative exchange among filmmakers. This open creative environment, as Jay Leyda and
others have shown, allowed the nascent art of narrative film to develop extremely rapidly.
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In one example, suggested by Leyda and elaborated by Tom Gunning and Charles
Musser, D. W. Griffith’s great masterpiece of cross-cutting, The Lonely Villa (1909),
turns out to have been the result of an international dialogue among writers, dramatists,
and filmmakers. Pathé Frères made a film, A Narrow Escape (1908), inspired by a French
Guignol play, Au Téléphone, about a man who receives a phone call and listens to his
family being attacked by robbers. Six months later, Edwin S. Porter made a film, Heard
Over the Phone (1908), based either on the English version of Au Téléphone or on the
Pathé film. The narrative, now too widely circulated to pinpoint the exact chain of
influence, was remade and altered by Griffith and, five years later, by Russian filmmaker
Yakov Protazanov. Griffith’s version, at least, remains a touchstone of film history.
Biograph v. Edison had sanctioned an environment of creative exchange in which plots
and themes could be repeated, and this environment helped to solidify early film genres.
More than twenty years after Biograph v. Edison, Buster Keaton remade Personal—or
perhaps he remade Porter’s remake of Personal—as a feature-length comedy, The Seven
Chances (1925). Some of the simple ideas in Biograph’s film became the building blocks
of film comedy; they were ideas that no one could own.15

“Legally Unique”: Chaplin v. “Aplin”
Vaudeville and early film comedians accepted the liberal legal standards of
ownership. In the mid-1910s, however, the loose conglomeration of small film companies
began to merge into vertically and horizontally integrated film studios (i.e., Hollywood),
with more rationalized models of production, distribution, exhibition, and marketing. The
star system was one such form of rationalized marketing, and when some of the
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vaudeville comedians emerged as slapstick film stars in the 1910s, they began to push for
much greater protection of their images and their material. Several of the new stars turned
to copyright law, and they fought to redefine the idea/expression dichotomy. The case
that transformed comic authorship for the age of mass media and finally broke with the
imitative cultures of vaudeville and the early film industry involved Charlie Chaplin.
Chaplin had been an unexceptional member of the British musical hall and
vaudeville troupe Karno’s Speechless Comedians before Mack Sennett invited him to
perform in a film in 1911. But Chaplin’s star rose quickly in Hollywood, and only six
years later, he enjoyed an almost unparalleled degree of creative autonomy, having
established his own studio where he wrote, produced, directed, and starred in all of his
films. After co-founding United Artists in 1919, the multi-talented Chaplin had a hand in
distributing his films as well and even began scoring them after the adoption of sound. In
a collaborative medium, Chaplin enjoyed a degree of individual authorship that only a
few other filmmakers have ever achieved.
Chaplin helped to redefine the idea of the filmmaker, giving rise to a mythic
conception of the director as lone artist. According to one story, he was known to go off
on a short fishing trip in the middle of shooting a film just to look for inspiration in the
stillness of a lake or stream. Art and film theorist Rudolf Arnheim helped propagate the
Chaplin-as-solitary-genius myth, describing him as “a man who, in the middle of the
Hollywood film industry, where every day in the studio costs thousands and art is
produced with a stopwatch, sometimes disappears suddenly and for days paces in solitude
with his plans.”16 Indeed, it became a rite of passage for every modernist cultural theorist
in the 1920s and ‘30s to write a profile of Chaplin as the exception within the commercial
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sphere of mass culture, as the artist who could work within the capitalist machine of mass
production, at the pinnacle of the system, yet remain apart from it. The Frankfurt School
theorists, in particular, seemed determined not to break ranks in their unified defense of
Chaplin as the last vestige of a Romantic authenticity. Walter Benjamin, building on an
essay by Surrealist writer Philippe Soupault, called Chaplin the “poet of his films.”17
Siegfried Kracauer, in his own obligatory Chaplin portrait, performed great contortions to
argue that money and success had not changed Chaplin. “Rather than letting himself be
changed by money, like the majority does,” Kracauer wrote, “he changes it; money loses
its commodity character the moment it encounters Chaplin, becoming instead the homage
which is his due.”18 Even the Frankfurt School’s severest critic of Hollywood, Theodor
Adorno, who elsewhere described laughter as “a disease” of “the false society,” made
Chaplin an exception by celebrating the actor’s imitative genius.19As many admirers
claimed, Chaplin was simply able to become the characters he mimicked. Only the
American cultural critic Gilbert Seldes contested Chaplin’s singularity by putting him
“wholly in the tradition of the great clowns” and tracing the origins of his style to his film
apprenticeship in Mack Sennett’s Keystone studio. The “Keystone touch,” Seldes wrote
“remains in all [Chaplin’s] work.”20
Was Chaplin a Romantic poet of the screen whose inspiration came only from his
own genius? Or was he more like Homer, fixing on film a comic performance style that
had been developed over decades or even centuries by court jesters, traveling comics, and
vaudeville performers? The question of Chaplin’s originality grew increasingly important
as his films gave rise to thousands of professional and amateur Chaplin imitators. Were
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the imitators taking and remixing the same ideas that Chaplin had himself lifted from
other comics, or were they looting his individual expression?
[IMAGE #2] In July 1915 alone, more than thirty New York City movie theaters
sponsored Chaplin look-alike competitions.21 Future professional comedian Bob Hope
won one such competition, and Walt Disney, who would draw heavily on Chaplin to
create Mickey Mouse, entered dozens of Chaplin impersonation contests, eventually
being ranked the second best in Kansas City.22 Professional imitators were also plentiful.
The well-known Chaplin imitator Billy West made over fifty films as a Chaplin-like
character. Actress Minerva Courtney made three films cross-dressing as Chaplin, and
former Chaplin understudy Stan Laurel developed a Chaplin stage act years before his
success with the film duo Laurel and Hardy. The Russian clown Karandash ultimately
had to give up his Chaplin routine because he was overwhelmed by competition from
other Chaplin imitators.23 There were both authorized and unauthorized Chaplin cartoons;
the most prominent, Charlie, was animated by future Felix the Cat creator Otto Messmer
and had an unofficial nod of approval from Chaplin, who sent ideas to Messmer. Even
superstar silent comedian Harold Lloyd began as a Chaplin imitator, making fifty-seven
films as a Chaplin-like character named Lonesome Luke. Some companies took
Chaplin’s image more directly than the imitators, selling dupes of Chaplin films or taking
excerpts from his films and mixing them with stock footage, creating “mashups” (to use
an anachronistic term). Other Chaplin mashups mixed footage from Chaplin films with
footage of imitators.24 [IMAGE #3]
Modernist and avant-garde writers, artists, and performers were also obsessed
with Chaplin. The Dadaists, the Surrealists, Fernand Léger, T. S. Eliot, James Joyce,
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Gertrude Stein, and countless other writers, artists, and performers copied Chaplin and
his Tramp character in a variety of ways. Critics have made strong cases that Joyce’s
Leopold Bloom and several Wyndham Lewis characters were, at least in part, explicitly
modeled on Chaplin.25 Eastern European poets used Chaplin and the Tramp character as
figures in their poetry during the 1920s and 1930s. The tradition included poems by
German-French writer Yvan Goll and Russians Osip Mandelstam and Anna Akhmatova,
the latter imagining herself sitting on a bench in conversation with Chaplin and Kafka.
Cubist painter Fernand Léger, who had a deep obsession with Chaplin, illustrated an
edition of Goll’s “Chaplinade.” Leger went on to animate a dancing Charlot—the French
diminutive for Chaplin—in his 1924 avant-garde film Ballet mécanique, which premiered
in New York on a program with Chaplin’s The Pilgrim (1923).26 [IMAGE #4]
Neither Chaplin nor his attorney, the legendary copyright and entertainment
lawyer Nathan Burkan, was happy about the massive proliferation of imitators and
derivative works. Their first attempt to contain the spread of Chaplin’s image was to go
after a company that mixed footage from Chaplin’s film The Champion (1915) with
footage of an undersea film to create a new Chaplin film. (It is difficult to imagine how
boxing footage might have been mixed with undersea shots, but that is what the accounts
describe—the film isn’t extant.) Chaplin had made The Champion for the Essanay Film
Manufacturing Company, and he did not own the copyright. When Essanay failed to take
action, Burkan sued the company responsible for the new film, claiming that the
filmmakers had unfairly adopted Chaplin’s Little Tramp character.
It was a novel argument at the time, but one would expect no less of Burkan, a
pioneering lawyer and lobbyist who had organized composers in 1908 and led the
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campaign for compulsory licensing in the 1909 revision of the Copyright Act. The judge
in the first Chaplin case eventually rejected the argument that one performer could own a
character independent of a particular work, but he did force the Crystal Palace Theatre in
New York to stop misleading the public by advertising the film as if it were a real
Chaplin film.27 It is not clear, however, that the decision accurately assessed the situation
or that it had the intended effect. According to Terry Ramsaye, writing in 1926, the
Crystal Palace’s attendance dropped by half when it attempted to pass off a Chaplin
imitation as an original, which suggests that filmgoers were not as susceptible to
misleading advertising as the judge thought. And if audiences knew the difference
between Chaplin and his imitators, devoted fans were nonetheless willing to watch
imitators’ work in between the star’s sporadic releases. Despite Chaplin and Burkan’s
partial victory, Chaplin biographer Joyce Milton notes, the decision led to even more
imitators, who could now legally borrow the Tramp character as long as they did not
mislead the public through advertising.28
But Chaplin and Burkhan were not deterred. In a lawsuit against Mexican actor
Charles Amador who made several films under the name “Charlie Aplin,” they reprised
the argument that Chaplin owned his Little Tramp character. Burkan spent three years
trying to settle with Amador before the case went to trial. But Amador and his lawyers
were stubborn, maintaining that they had a right to use the comic elements that Chaplin
used too. Hollywood insiders and movie fans paid close attention to the case, which
dragged on for six years, garnering dozens of op-ed pieces and occasionally making
front-page news.29
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When the trial court heard testimony in the case in 1925, Amador’s lawyers
bravely let the charismatic celebrity take the stand and discuss his creative method. In a
later copyright case involving the 1918 film Shoulder Arms, the opposition’s attorney
would try to stop Chaplin from swaying the court with his charm and wit.30 But in the
Amador case, Chaplin’s testimony may not have helped him. Chaplin adopted an aloof
and aristocratic tone. “My inspiration,” he explained to the court, “was from the whole
pageantry of life. I got my walk from an old London cab driver, the one-foot glide that I
use was an inspiration of the moment. A part of the character was inspired by Fred
Kitchen, an old fellow-trouper of mine in vaudeville. He had flat feet.” When Amador’s
lawyer, Ben Goldman, cross-examined Chaplin about his costume, Chaplin was
dismissive. “Where did you get that hat?” Goldman asked.
“Oh, I don’t know. I just conceived the idea of using it,” replied Chaplin.
“Did you ever see anyone wear pants such as you wear?” Goldman continued.
“Sure,” replied Chaplin, “the whole world wears pants.”31
Chaplin’s answers had both a dismissive and a mystical quality: ideas just came to him,
he suggested, or else he extracted them from his observations of life.
Goldman and Amador, however, had another theory. Goldman called a vaudeville
reviewer, Joseph Pazen, to the stand, and asked him if Chaplin imitated any of the comics
who had preceded him. Pazen named dozens of performers who had used similar
elements in their routines. George Beban, for instance, had a similar moustache; Chris
Lane had a similar hat; Harry Morris had baggy pants; Billy Watson used the same
combination of baggy pants, big shoes, and glide-walk. One of the Les Petries Brothers
used the same makeup and a similar costume in his Tramp character. This actor had even
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performed as a tramp in a film for Chaplin’s old employer, Mutual. As later critics have
noted, Chaplin’s costume also invoked circus clowns and real tramps who rode railway
cars and took odd jobs.32
When Amador took the stand he was as unsympathetic as his opponent, shiftily
claiming that his contract engaged him to imitate the Chaplin look-alike Billy West, not
Chaplin. Amador, however, did have one powerful argument: if Chaplin won, the
precedent would create a new monopoly on performance. Amador’s team made the case
that Chaplin was only the most famous in a long tradition of comic tramps, and he could
not be given a proprietary right in staples of the trade.33
When Burkan attempted to respond to the specifics of Amador’s criticisms, he fell
into rhetorical quicksand, fumbling in the attempt to name Chaplin’s original inventions.
Reporters following the case had the same problem as they combed the testimony for
some element that Chaplin had contributed to the art of comedy. “Chaplin Pants Real
Issue,” read one headline.34 But Burkan stuck to his larger strategy by insisting that
Chaplin was a unique genius, endowed with an ineffable quality that people could see for
themselves. Chaplin’s genius, Burkan maintained, could not be described or broken down
into distinct elements. In one show of courtroom theatrics, he claimed that a clip from a
Chaplin film would have to be placed in the court’s decision, because words could not
describe him.35 The Romantic vision of the solitary artist is always compelling, but it was
a particularly powerful part of the Chaplin myth. In addition to the German theorists
mentioned earlier, everyone from Winston Churchill and Graham Greene to Edmund
Wilson and Dwight Macdonald had perpetuated the myth of Chaplin as an individual
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genius—perhaps the sole individual genius—working in the collaborative and
commercial Hollywood system.
But the prevailing argument would end up being a humbler, more pragmatic one.
In addition to calling for the protection of Chaplin’s unique genius, Burkan argued that
the Charlie Aplin name and appearance confused potential filmgoers because they
resembled Chaplin’s own name and iconic image too closely. This argument carried more
weight with Judge John Hudner, who enjoined the distribution of Amador’s film The
Race Track and prohibited Amador from further misleading the public by advertising his
films as if Chaplin had made them. By focusing not on the proprietary right in character
but instead on the confusion that imitators unleashed in the market, Judge Hudner’s
decision itself sowed confusion: the press and the film industry were not sure who had
won this round of the case. The Los Angeles Times declared “Chaplin Legally Unique.”
The New York Times agreed at first, running the headline “Chaplin Wins Suit to Protect
Make-Up.” But after revisiting Judge Hudner’s final ruling with its limited emphasis on
Amador’s deceptive intent and advertising, the paper re-evaluated its conclusion and ran
a new headline, “Chaplin Loses Fight on Exclusive Make-Up.” Chaplin had successfully
prevented Amador from using his image, but he had failed to protect his character from
imitation.36
Amador’s lawyer, Goldman, claimed victory: “we can continue to produce
pictures featuring Amador in the characterization as long as we specifically state in the
titles that Amador is playing the character . . . [Chaplin] has no patent or copyright on the
character.”37 The decision raised more questions about originality and ownership than it
answered. While Chaplin waited for an appeals court to rule on the Amador case, he was
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himself sued for copyright infringement—twice. The legal skirmish over the exchange of
comic ideas had begun to heat up.

Star Power
When the appeals court heard the case, it refined Judge Hudner’s decision, giving
more weight to the idea that Chaplin owned the Tramp character. As Judge H. L. Preston
stated plainly in his decision, “the record reveals that Charles Chaplin . . . originated and
perfected a particular type of character on the motion picture screen.” Elements of
Chaplin’s character may have been in the public domain, free to be used by other comics.
But Chaplin owned this particular expression of the Tramp character; he was the first to
use it on screen; and he could prevent others from confusing the public by adopting his
look and actions.38
The appeals court in Chaplin v. Amador did not entirely adopt Burkan and
Chaplin’s model of Romantic authorship, but Chaplin had succeeded in forging a new
and greatly expanded legal definition of comic authorship and, indeed, of authorship and
performance in general. The stated goal of both the trial and the appellate decision was to
protect the public from confusion, and both decisions used copyright to control unfair
competition. In his decision in the Chaplin appeal, for example, Judge Preston made it
clear that Chaplin had the right to protect his character from “the fraudulent purpose and
conduct of [Amador]” and “against those who would injure him by fraudulent means;
that is by counterfeiting his role.”39 There is no indication, however, that the existence of
counterfeit Chaplins injured the original, at least by deceiving his audience into
misspending their ticket money. In a statement that Chaplin submitted ostensibly in
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support of his case, Lee Ochs, the former president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of the State of New York, told the court that Amador’s film “is very poor and
failed to embody the elements of comedy and pathos that so aptly distinguish the Chaplin
pictures. Nevertheless, to the casual observer, it might readily be mistaken for a Chaplin
picture.” Yet as we saw in the wake of the trial-court decision, audiences were not easily
deceived. On the contrary, vaudeville had taught theater owners and audiences of popular
amusement to expect repetition and imitation. The box office dips when imitators’ films
were shown at the Crystal Palace movie theater demonstrate that audiences were well
aware of the differences between Chaplin and pseudo-Chaplin films. The limits that
Chaplin v. Amador placed on imitation did not serve to clarify the options available to
audience members; it only limited their choices.40
By protecting Chaplin the great artist from cooptation by average screen comics,
both the 1925 and the 1928 decisions made unprecedented levels of protection the reward
for reputation and standing. Although the courts did not announce this innovation
explicitly in their decisions, it became clear in the cases that adopted Chaplin v. Amador
as precedent. Lawyers began to invoke the case, often successfully, to protect performers
from defamation, trademark infringement, unfair competition, and lower echelon
imitators who tarnished their clients’ reputations. The Chaplin precedent emerged as a
tool for policing performers’ reputations rather than for protecting their originality.41
Chaplin v. Amador also inaugurated the development of character protection in
copyright law, but Chaplin’s Tramp character didn’t resemble the kinds of characters that
copyright has since come to protect. As Judge Learned Hand would write in 1930,
character copyright protects the specific traits of “sufficiently developed” characters.
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Chaplin, however, used a stock vaudeville figure, the tramp, and made it his own.
Although the individual elements of Chaplin’s Tramp remained part of the public
domain, Chaplin’s global celebrity so identified him with the figure of the Tramp that it
became impossible for other performers to play a tramp without evoking Chaplin. As a
result, the new precedent of character protection gave a significant advantage to
pioneering media stars who drew, as Chaplin did, on centuries of stage tradition to create
their characters.42
Chaplin v. Amador signaled a cultural shift from vaudeville to Hollywood, from
live to recorded performance, and from local celebrity to global stardom. Many other
vaudeville performers, especially comics, were confounded by the new limits on
imitation. Former vaudeville stars the Marx Brothers, for example, were mired in
lawsuits over comic authorship after they made the transition to film.43 Because film
fixed performances permanently on celluloid and circulated exact copies rapidly and
globally, the nature of imitation had undoubtedly changed. The vaudeville model of peer
policing and tolerance for some degree of imitation no longer provided enough control
and protection to satisfy performers, and the courts responded with new tools that
constricted the flow of ideas between artists. The casualties of this change were future
Bob Hopes, Stan Laurels, and Harold Lloyds, who were no longer free to learn their trade
through emulation. The vaudeville circuit could house droves of clowns and tramps, but
on film there was room for only one.
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